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Administrative Christmas present: no fee hike
BY DAVE VOTER
Guard Lin Staff Writer
news for Wright State
came Tuesday at the
meeting when President
Kegerreis announced
would be no increase in
winter quarter.
"We have finally decided after
meeting with Caucus," Kegerreis stated, "not >1 increase
tuition for winter quarter. We
believe the students need more
notice than we could give them."
Kegerreis said there was no
way to be light hearted about the
budget. "There has been i three
percent cut in our budget and
with the enrollment down, it can
hurt," he said.
"We have to look ahead and
plan ahead to change the outlook
lor Wright State University and
the support for education in
Ohio," said Kegerreis.
Kegerreis said attempts are
being made to correct the problems lacing the loss of revenue.
An academic '-ask force will be

judge

priorities and
while an enj committee will
ways to boost declining
! enrollment.
There will also be an operational budget plan and a new
attempt to integrate ideas with
the chancellor's office.
"We seem to be coming out of
this situatisn better than we
expected."
Kegerreis
commented, "anri academically. 1
still think any impartial viewer
would say this is an outstanding
university with great future."
Executive Vice-president and
provost Andrew P Spiegel raise
the question of what to do with a
million dollar budget loss. "The
biggest area we can save on is
not to fill present vacancies." he
said, "and to increase enroll-

Fels Institute and Wright State
Mcdical school are considering
the possibility of a merger, ac
cording to Dr Frank Falkner. director of Fels Institute.
Fels Institute, which studies
human development, was formed
in 1929 and relics on money from
the Fels Foundation located in
Phttedclphia. Fels Institute is
currently located on Antioch College campu;.
Falk«; said that the reason
for a merger would be becausc of
high costs that Fels Institute has
run into as a small institution
combined with a decline in funds
from the Fels Foundation. "We
would be smart and wise if we
look around for the future," Falkner commented.

sion among the faculty about
academic scholarships.
"In serving on the University
Scholarship commitee last year, 1
became aware of the large number of
ant acaManeri

"Our emphasis ssems to be
unbalanced toward tne incmieg
students," he continued, noting
that I-'.OOO more goes to incoming heshmen than to continung students. "I believe that
more University funds should be
devoted to scholarships for the
students."

Spiegcl said the school would
like to reduce the number of
students that leave WSli after
the fall quarter and fcrged the
faculty to help incoming students. ' No one has been as

Fels wants merger
BY BOB CERRO
Guardian Staff Writer

frustrated as we have been on
the budget issue," fpiegel said,
"but I think we'll survive. Morale is good and factualism
doesn't exist here as on most
campuses."
In other business Dr C C
Maneri, associate professor of
i.-utheiutks requested a discus-

Those student* new to the Wright State campus tcene may not be
Sumr.fr fertility rites, held in the main parking lot.

J Indian

Falkner felt that a merger with
Wright State -vould be good for
Fels. He continued saying that
Fels could keep their present
location "with Wright State right
up the road."
Falkner said that Fels Institute
is also negotiating with other
Universities. "We would be stupid is we didn't talk with others." added Falkner.
However. Falkner did not mention any of the other universities
Fels was negotiating with, "We
have simply got to the stage of
talking."
The main advantage to the
merger with Wright State wculd
be that Fels could retain it's
current
location
in YellowSprings. "Our dream is of course
to remain where we are now."
said Falkner.
(continued on page 5i

BY TH9MAS.BEYERLEIN
Guardian K4Hor
Wright State administrators
announced yesterday that tuition
rates will not increase winter
quarter, despite cutbacks in state
subsidies on the state level.
University spokesmen say. however. that student fees may be
raised this spring if the current
financial crisis is not resolved.
David Atwater. assistant to the
president, said the University is
launching a three part plan to
ease the burden of the three
percent subsidy cut dealt to state
universities t.Vs year by Ohio
Governor James A Rhodes.
Associate Provost
Klenore

Noch has been placed in charge
of initiating a recruitment drive
to attract prospective students to
the WSU campus this wintec.
Atwater noted.
' "If that's successful, we might
be able to limp through," said Dv
Andrew P Spiegel, executive
vice-president and provost.
Spiegel said administrators
hope to increase WSU's sagging
enrollment through increased
advertising, greater c'ntact with
students, and by providing more
academic counseling for students. especially for those attending classes during the evening
hours.
Spiegel explaiv-ed that the rec-

ruitment effort is aimed at keeping those students who might
ordinarily leave WSU after one
quarter of enrollment actively
enrolled ihroughout the year.
He continued to say that part
time, non-degree students have
tile greatest drop out rate, and
that '.VSU is in competition with
other schools like Sinclair Community college and Wittenburg
University for part time enrollment.
"We want to show these people that we have something to
offer them. Spiegel remarked
The second plank of the plan
revolves around the hj'ing freeze
(continued on page 9)

i Monday
open fenua between students and Wright State administrators- The forum was sponsored by the Liberal Arts Subcaucus.
The meeting had an open
discussion format with President
Robert Kegerreis Edward Pollock. vice-president and director
of student services
and Df
Andrew Spiegel, executive vice
president representing the University administration.
Kegerreis was asked how he
justified censorship of the film
Deep Throat when th<
wishing to attend the
all have been
"Censorship is something almost everyone objects to including myself." Kegerreis stated,
rdding that Deep Throat was an

obvious case of obsentiy and
someone had to step in."
He noted. "A set of guidelines
will be set up by the University
and the students i
sorshipJ' The
dictate policy in the
indicate what is acceptable film
viewing at WSU.
-Deep Throat has been found
to be obscene in every test
available to us," stated Kegerreis.
Spiegel expounded on Kegeris' point in saying that ihe
ipreme Court has ruled that
hen something is determined to
•t is legal to stop it
shown.
At the conclusion of the first
Jim Sayer, asof
floor to

tions concerning tuition increases.
Kegerreis said it has not been
determined that there will be a
tuition increase. He added that
"If there is a student fee ine will hove more meetas this."
studeuts questioned
s priorities such as the
sports budget.
Kegerreis said that the

tax revenues been the same as
projected two years ago (when
the present budget was set) WSU
would
have
approximately
MOO,009 to work with this year,"
ne remarked.
The administration hopes for a
larger enrollment for winter
quarter which would offset some
of the budget cuts.
During the "wild card" session. the only topic discussed
was the possibility of a change to
a semester system.
Spiegel said, "Wt are seriously considering a semester sys-

Recruiting~ efforts increased
.
..

Students question Kegerreis about expenditures
BY LOU WOEHL
G u a r d s Staff Writer
Censorship, impending tuition
ikes, and "wild can!" took*

tmm

Kegtrreii

explain that since WSU has one
of the lowest sports
major cuts
He said
that the state legislation
raise the
Kegerreis said that
problems stem from a cutback in

out to a selected number of students."
sy stem would not be
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Frommeyer shifts f r o m Library dean to new post

BY RON WUKESON
Guardian Siaff Writer
L Ronald Frommeyer, shifting
jobs due to medical problems,
has left his position as dean ol
the University Library to become
staff assistant to the office ol
Provost for Special Projects, stated Dr Andrew Spiegel, executive vice-president and provost.
'"He (Frommeyer) had told
us about a year ago." said
Spiegel, "that he was not feeling
well, and if we had another

assignment he'd rather leave the
library and do other work."
Frommeyer explained that
high Wood pressure, which has
been a problem for about a year,
was "under control until August
(when) it wouldn't respond to ihe
normal rest and medication."
At the first part of Oiober.
Frommeyer was ordered by his
doctor to tale a sick leave.
•Af'er three weeks my blood
pressure was down to an acceptable level, but the doctor said

PET CANDLE8
Florida's Answer to the Pet Rock.
PET CANDLE comes to you with complete set of operating instructions to
t r a i n y o u r PET C A N D L E to s i t up.
stand, light up, and fly.
Available in Small, Medium and Large Sizes
PET CANDLE
110 Giraida Ave .
Small
S1 00
Medium S2 00
Large
$3 00

Coral
r/us
plus
D'US

,.f
i k *
with the academic end1 of
the
university, from the Provofl office."
Frommeyer said that his first
major project ii the "study of he
feasibility of remaining on the
quarter system or changing over
to the early semester system."
He is involved in work'*8 with
Instructional Research and running student surveys, as well as
meeting with deans, the academic council, and student affairs to "get th-'ir views on it."
he adii.'d.
Frommeyer also stated that he
is working on the "outreach
program" with director of Student Academic Services Klenore
Koch -to increase winter quarter
•

entollment. They will concentrate
their efforts in the next few
weeks cn getting "schedules
door-to-door,.. .newspa jer ads,
radio spots, letter
stud-nts.
tc not only maintain the same
number of siud<-nts JS last winter
but to get an increase."
"It's nice to be back to work."
Frommeyer said. "This assign
men! is what the doctor said was
exactly what I needed."
II

VI
.

#

Nursing school changes policy
^

BY MYKLE WILLIAMSON
Guardian Staff Writer
The School of Nursing has had
• change in policy as of October
28 which permits nursing »tudenis to view their mid-term and
final exams.
The old policy stated simply
that no student could view their
tests. The logic behind •;hLs was
to maintain confidenticlity of
j;xam questions, explal^ci C-ertrude Torres, dean of the School
of Nursing.
"We want to maintain the
confidentiality of the exam so

Ga&ies Fionda 33134
50c postage 5. handling
75c postage & handling
95e postage & handling

Aaa-e^s
C >v

that I shouldn't go back to my old
job." Frommeyer said.
"Sometimes you gel caught in
something and it's better to
change." Spiegel commented.
He further commented that the
pressures of iibrary worn, included "personnel change-, reclassifications. some of which
were repealed".
Frommeyer's new work as
staff assistant to the office of
provost is described by Spiegel
as "a number of ihings that he
can do that need doing but
haven't been done."
"I've been finding it very
interesting, very challenging."
said Frommeyer. The assignu v
ments
m e n u nc
he »is% »u«n»>n
working on
" " "deal
~
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. . . . .
that we can use the
goodi questions again on future eiams. It's
very hard in make up questions
that are considered good by
computer standards and ihey are
very time consuming. Plus, we
use these questions on the creditby-exaro."
"1 understand that the faculty
has rights, but the students have

(wt "
w«at#><4 Nel
I
rights, too."
stated
Martinez., Student Caucus Nuring representative.
"The
faculty
viewed it only as a test of our
knowledge, but we view it #s
learning process. They were afraid if our tests were made
accessible to us, it would jeopardize the confidentiality of the
(continued on page 3)

Student Caucus rep illegal
"What we did." Graham continued, "was to discuss this fact
with representatives of Caucus
The Student Caucus graduate and agreed to place the nursing
representaiivc position, an active representative into this vacant
part of the Caucus for at least, position."
Graham said the resignation of
three yeais, has been ruled an
illegal position due to an incon- the graduate representative has
sistency between the constitu- left the seat vacant this year, but
tions of Caucus and Academic that the rep's presence in previous years "didn't invalidate the
Council.
Article 1. section 4 of the procedures" that were initiated
student constitution reads in by the Council.
"I don't want to give the
part, the Student Caucus ". .
.shall provide in its bylaws for wrong impression." Graham
the apportionment of student commented, "because we're not
seats on the Academic Council Irving to screw the graduate
(other than the at-large . at) students, it's just that we made a
among constituencies designated mistake. The graduate rep is on
in a manner consistent with the the Graduate council, so there
constitution and bylaws of the should be no problem," he
added.
Academic Council."
Graham s*id he hoped there
Dr Glenn Graham, vice-president of the faculty, said "be- would be dialogue between the
cause the Academic Council does students and faculty about
not have a graduate constit- changing the constitution.
Assistant Dean of Students
uency. What has happened is
there has been a grad rep that Joanne Risacher said "the Constitutional Review committee
has been there illegally.
found a discrepancy in the Acadc-mic Council constitution because it does not provide seats
LET US HELP YOU PLAN
for the grad division. Somehow
I AHEAD TO BECOME A CPA we will have to rework the
constitution to make it work "
CPA
Risacher said "the election
REVIEW
commission will meet with the
Cincinnati
513 651-4487
Caucus
to decide what to do
Columbus
614 224-3290
about ihe upcoming election,"
Dayton
513 426-SMS7
which has been scheduled to pick
the new graduate representative.
BY DAVE YETTKR
Gua"dUui Staff Writer
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Stuf Enveolpes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept.33M
310 Franklin Street
lostw.ttm | 2 1 i l
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Parking Services explains towing regulations
BY MYKLE WILLIAMSON
Guardian Staff Writer
Parting places everywhere,
but not a place to park, unless
you follow t tow truck.
"We tow cars according to the
Co* iiuons laved out in the rules
s
regulations manual." stated
t oopcr, office manager for
Se>
and Parking Services.
"We a somatically tow cars with
three or more outstanding parking violations, those that park
illegally in Handicapped and 24hour reserve and those cars
blocking treffic."
Drivers which have three or
more outstanding tickets, have
their cars placed on a towing list.
"If someone has three or more
tickets, we impound them and
they have to pay to get their cars
Back."
The cost for towing is $15 and
is paid to the University at
Paiking Services from 7:30 am to
5 pm.
After that the fines can be paid
at the dispatcher's window on
the first floor of Allyn hall

Copper stated that they contract mostly with Robtnson Towing. "Before we contract a towing servicc, we make sure
they're insured so that if something happened to the cars durthe insurance company would
pay the damage." he explained
If someone does receive a
parking ticket, they have three
school days to pay the ticket a<
half the cost. Cooper also explained that now people will only
teceive one final notice in the
mail, in addition to the in.tial
ticket.
People that have had their cars
(owed are still required to pay for
the ticke<s they have acquired.
However, they are not required
to pay them a:) at once.
"They are given a conditional
release to come in and pay."
Copper noted. Essentially, a person can pick a date to pay off
their tickets, but within a specified length of time. If they
exceed that date, then they are
given a couple of days to contact
Parking Services and to ask for
an extension without penalty.

However, if thry do not pay or
contact Parking Services, their
cars are replaces! on the towing
list
If someone does feel they have
been ticketed unfairly, they can
appeal. But an appeal does need
to be filed three school days after
being issued a ticket. A form is
filled out and returned to Parking
Set lces. Then the form is read
lo tho University Appeals committee without the name or
status of the individual filing
being disclosed.
If someone decides to appear
in person, then a specified time
and date will be set up. Sf the
appca.1 is denied, then the person
has 10 days from the date of notification to pay half the price.
Cooper also explained that
they arc only responsible for
those cars legally parked. "If an
individual parks in a 'No parking'
area (such as the grassy lot next
to the Creative Arts building), if
they get stuck it's their respon
sibility to get themselves out."
he remarked.
"Putting up 'No Parking' sign-.

School of Nursing compromises
(continued
from
page
2)
exam becausc some of the questions would leak out into the
community."
Basically, the new policy is a
compromise. "The students are
permitted to fill out the computer
exam and another piece of paper
with their answers on it." explained Torres. Then directly

after the exam, they are taken
into a separate room where they
can compare their answers to the
answer sheet. And if they have
any questions, they they can ask
them and hopefully clear things
up." "We're trying out this
approach because we're aware of
the students feeling that viewing
their tests is a learning experi-

ence but we hope it doesn't
ju>pardi/e the confidentialitv of
the exam." added Torres
Martinez expressed a feeling
of ambiguity a'<out the exam
She's afraid that they will only be
permitieJ to view their final
exams jut not their mid-ierins.
The policy is new and still has
many problems to be ironed out.

university food services schedule
Thanksgiving
UC Cafeteria
Wednesday, Nov 24 Full service
11-1:30 Traditional Thanksgiving Dinner
Thursday, Nov 25
11-1:30 pm
Friday , Nov 26
11-1:30 pm
Saturday, Nov 27
11-1:30 pm & 5-6:30 pm
Sunday, Nov 28
Wednesday, Nov 24 - services will be closed as listed
Allyn hall • 4 pm

Crock Pot • 3 pm

Rathskeller - 4 pm

Christmao
UC Cafeteria
Regular service ends with brunch on Saturday, Dec 4lh

I

j

University cloned from Monday, Dec 6 - Friday, Dec 31st
The following food services will be open during that time
UC Cafeteria 11 am - 1:30 pm
& Allyn hall

7:30 am - 4 pm

Full service begins on Sunday, Jan 2 at
UC Cafeteria 5-6:30 pm
Rathskeller

cars. They have been cracking
down more on non-decaled cars,
hoping to influence them to using
meters or K-lot. "We're just
trying to protect those rh*t do
pay," Cooper explained.
Although Parking Services
does ticket cars at night, they
"have open hours from 10 pm to
6 am nightly. Saturday, Sunday
and holidays are also included.

UADERS!

WJST FIRST BECOME FOLLOWERS.
BECOME * I.EA6ER SV
FOLLOWS JESUS CHK.ST
46 A PRIEST, SISTER OR BROTHER
CONTACT: VOCATION OFFICE
5440 MOELLER »v£ • ROOM »77
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45/1/ •
- 0777
13 t l W C W T l W . - -

Phi Mu Welcomes
its fall pledge class
Margaret Meadows
Shellv Horn
Patricia Rodger*
Jean Kahie

Josee Baker
Lauren Johnson
Janice Malicki
Tammy Koon*

Add leadership
to your
college schedule.
College military science courses are courses
in leadership development. They offer you
management experiences which w:ll benefit
vou in any career, civilian or military.
You can take the first courses as a freshman
or sophomore without obligation. Advanced
courses, in your junior and senior years, lead
you to a position of responsibility as an officer
in the active Army or Reserves.
As an Army ROTC student, you'll also have
the opportunity to compete for 3 and 2-year
full tuition scholarships. And you II earn nearly $2000 during your last 2 years of college.
Don't wait until after college to get practical
management experience. Add leadership
to vour class schedule now.
NOTE: Rooms and meeting times for our
courses are on page 23 of the
winter quarter schedule.
MIL 11)0 (Leadership Skills - Mini Courses)

and re-open on Monday, Nov 29

I

everywhere takes away from the
beauty of the campus." noted
Cooper Instead they have put up
bumper blocks, but they have
signs in the grassy area by the
Creative Arts building.
There are only two parking
monitors. Kevin Gray a.;i Richard Grewe. who ticket c»ri.
They are out eight hours a day.
but do not ha'.e one set pattern.
Parking Services receives a
print-out from the Registrar's
office which gives an estimate of
how many cars are at WSU at
any given hour.
During the hours when the
school is most crowded, the
parking monitors patrol the
crcwded lots, for non-decaled

MIL 101 (leadership I) - meets at U. D.
only
MIL 102 (Leadership II) - meets at WSU.
MIL 202(Leadership & Tactics) - meets
at WSU.

SCHOLARSHIPS
NO OBLIGATION
LEADERSHIP

FREE BOOKS
2 HRS/WK
ADVENTURl-

Call 229-3326 Ask about Army ROTC
7-11 pm
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P a r t time pacifier
This year, WSU is suffering a drop in
enrollment and Vice President and Provost
Andrew P Spiegel has decided to extend
increased counseling services to night and
part time students which constitute
approximately 50* of the WSU student
populus.
On the surface, this might be an
attempt to k-ep the few students enrolled
at WSU sati-fied with the part time
program.
We feel that this mercenary tactic
to maintain as many students as possible
is similar to a fisherman using more
enticing bait to catch more fish. WSU
students are not fish.
If better counseling services are
needed, then they should be allocated
regardless of the financial problems
afflicting a university.
When a student enrolls at a university,
his/her fees should be expected to cover
adequate counseling.
It is ludicrous-if not insultingto WSU students for a university administration to wait untill enrollment is down
before they decide to better the systems
which may encourage students to continue
with their present alma mater.
_

TSk

Stay of execution
A t u i t i o n h i k e i s n ' t a r e a l i t y t h a t we
have t o d e a l w i t h d u r i n g w i n t e r q u a r t e r , so
we h e a r f r o m t h e E x e c u t i v e w i n g . What t h i s
means i s t h a t f o r one more q u a r t e r , Wright
S t a t e s t u d e n t s have been g r a n t e d a r e p r i e v e ,
o r a s a d e a t h row i n m a t e m i g h t p a r a p h r a s e ,
a " s t a y of e x e c u t i o n " .

Granted, this is * pretty strong term
to describe an extra financial expenditure,
but to some of us who are on fixed incomes,
and are "doing our time* here, we have
no choice but to either put up or get
out of this farcical poker game called
SETTING YOURS IN COLLEGE.
Students for Qua1ity Education deserve
some recognition for a valiant and sincere (if somewhat disorganized) effort
to resistance to tuition increases.
But, lest we forget- as the dasies
flourish on Old Man Winter's heels, we
are due for another bout with the tuition
blues, or the quarterly pink slip. So
look out, all of you. Don't rest too
easy during the long holiday break.
Fee hikes are only postponed, not
cancelled. Students for Quality Education
are on your side, protecting your interests. Remember them when the spectre
of fee increases come back to haunt you
in the dead of night, like a bad dream.
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Students byvsDoretla
Administration
McCeorge

As a concerned Wright Stale
student. I'm sometimes rather
amused by the interplay between
the administration and the students regaiding "campus issues."
For example, let's consider the
two aoost important issues of the
quarter. Deep Throat and tuition
increases.
The Dtffi Throat controversy
surfaced w-jJ> the administration
(collectively) on one side and the
students an the other as usual
But why is the division between the issue positions at WSU
so clear-cut? It's always the
student's viewpo„rt against the
administration's.
And why does it seem that the
administration's faction is always
out of proportion compared to the
students. For instance, the
administration fought the DT
battle as a unified organism,
while their opposition (students
supporting the DT effort) did so
as smaller individual units.

There were probably just as
many students who strongly felt
that DT shouldn't be shown at
WSU as there were students who
fought to be able to see iV at the
University.
Likewise owing to human nature, I would say that not all of
the WSU administrators were in
favor of the administration's collective snti-DT stance. Yet why
didn't they come forward and saysomething?
is it because the administrators couldn't? Has each individual administrator become so
fearful of the WSU administrative "monstrosity" that thev
couldn't say, "Maybe these students are right."
I realize that's a lot to ask. It
would probably jeopardize an
administrator's job if he were to
•ide with what would obvioMsly
be an anti administration view-

•0^

point.
From what I have heard, such
an issue stance doesn't exactly

4

secure one's administrative position. In most cases, taking an
adverse position only endangers
an administrator's job.
But the question remains: If
administrators are prevented (either by force or by suggestion)
from letting the University know
they favor the students' position,
then are they simply in subjection to the administrative "monster" which thev have created
and sustained daily?
Turning to a much more pertinent subject now-tuition increases-the interchange is not
any more encouraging.
President Robert Kegerreis recently met with several Student
Caucus members. He told Caucus that he hI3 established a
freeze on hiring and that departments would be asked to make
budget cuts of a permanent nature.
Then Kegerreis said salary
cuts were unlikely. 1 wender if
the administration ever realized
that students probably wouldn't
mind student fee increases so
much, if some sort of administrative salary cuts were imposed?
1 conducted my own personal
sruvey to find out and not one
student said he would object to
fee increases, if the adminixtra-

ftdJya.r car* folk*.

loot*

<*• h-A

tk>n was also seen as giving up a
little too.
open meeting that he hopes state
legislatures will raise public
school subsidies
Certainly, the blame of the
financial situation at WSU should
rest with the state legislature.
But merely hoping it will raise
subsidies is too altruistic and
won't do a whole lot to pay the
bills.
We have to do something at
the University level Itself. So
what do we do? Raise tuition?
Cut depart men: budgets?
One thing's for certain, I
suppose we can *11 sleep tonight
knowing that when we wake up,
intercollegiate athletics will still
exist at WSU.
Kegetrels, at the same open
meeting, said major cot* in the
athletic budget are not expected
because WSU has one of the
lowest sports budgets.
Athletics are important but
when it takes the place of
academics at a university, '"m
net sure Kegerreis' reasoning is
ail that valid.
And when tuition continues to
increase, I question the need for
an athletic budget at all.
I'll admit WSU has some good
athletic teams, but thi majority
of students are here because they
want an education not because
we have intercollegiate teams.
Many universities (Xsivier, for
instance) decided to d u p their
athletic p.ograms this year <"ue
to financial troubles. A lot of
things still have to be considered
regardless of the solution the
University selects for the tuition
increase issue.
No matter what campus issue
is involved, the interplay between the administration and the
students will go on.
But what both sides definitely
don't need is the continued
existence of this administrative
"monster."

i*
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Letters

Brawn Street bans motorcyclists
To the editor:
In response to your article
•bout Brown street bars (November 15 edition of the Guardian).
the Moonlight Bar is now under
NEW management!
There are no more MOTORCYCLISTS ALLOWED! and
they're now going to be changing the entire image of the
Mooniight.
The
manager has decided

to start to appeal to the Greeks of
the college set. He has also
decided to invite a representative
from each Fraternity and Sorority
on Wright State's campus to go
down to the Moonlight and paint
their Creek letters on a blacklight
strip of black snamel which will
be painted around the top of the
bar's walls!
Then whenever a member of
one of the Greek organizations

campus JjappenttigjB

comes to the Moonlight, they will
be xllawed to paint their name by
their Greek letter'.. (ALL THIS
PAINTING WILL BE DONE LN
FLOURESCENT PAINT.)
So please be sure to print this
or at least let those on campus
know, that the "Oid" Moonlifht
is now a "New" Moonlight.
Thanx. Signed, a student that
know;
Josee Baker

Reputation haunts Brown Street
BY LANCE GOLDBERG
Guardian Managing Editor

This may very well be true—I
will not dispute Taylor's contention.
The November 15th Guardian
I intended the term "gunfeatured a barcrawler review on fights" as a figurative, subtlty
the Brown street bar scene which humorous indication of the poselicited a variety of responses.
sible danger that laie night
Particularly, several Brown barcrawlers may be subjected to.
street businesses were disgruntlThe remark came to mind as 1
ed over the statement. "Don't remembered an incident that
stay out past 2:30 am, that's happened to a close friend of
when *he gun fights start."
mine approximately two years
Dan Taylor, manager of The ago.
Shed, brought this grievance to
We had just emerged from
my attention, asking me exactly Dotti's (a bar across the street
what 1 meant by this statement.
from the Moonlight) and weie
Furthermore, be informed me, attempting to cross the street
"There nas been a restraining
where my car was parked. A
order on the Outlaws (the motor- Buick almost hit us aa we waited
cycle gang which has been cred- for thoroughfare. My friend
ited with much of the trouble on mumbled to the speeding car,
Brown street) appearance on "Shithjads."
Brown street for the past six to
He had remarked earlier, 'We
eight months. It is now a felony better clear oat of here. It's after
for them to step foot on Rmwn 2:30, that's when the gunfights
start."''
street.'.',
When we reached my car. the
Taylor stated, "Brown street is
now the cleanest I have ever seen Buick pulled up behind us.
it." He has been working on young man calmly walked oat.
Brown street for the past 13 approached us, and asked my
vears.

friend whs: he stid to him.
"Nothing," replied my friend.
"Shit!" said the stranger *«d
hit my friend across the forehead
with a motorcycle chain.
The Buick hastily pulled out
leaving my friend bleeding in the
parking lot beside Mooniight
Bar.
I have never since returned to
Brown street, etceJH to gather
information for my recent barcrawling review.
For me the words. "Don't stay
out past 2:30, that's when the
gunfights start." still haunt the
bars and alley ways of Brown
street.

Belj an encourages merger
(continued from page 1)
When asked who would be
involved in making the decision
to merge other than Wright State
officials, Falkner said that the
Fels Institute Trustees will have
to make the final decision, adding "they are the bosses."
Falkner stated that the final
decision is nowhere near ready
yet. "It is loo difficult with negotiations of this kind to set deadlines. I would personally like to
sec it done by the end of the
school year in June."
According to Dr John Beljan.
dean of Wright State's medical
school, the advantages to the
merger are excellent for Wright

§tate
.
He said that there were two
main advantages to the merger.
The first is the excellent facilities
available and the sr ond is the
addition of highly qualified
people to research the staff.
When asked 'f there would be
any negative effects to the merger. Beljan said. "No. if we
thought it would be negative in
anv way we wouldn't be entertaining this."
Beljan also added that there
were no other considerations for
mergers and "(Fels Institute)
and Co* would give a nice
balance to our program."

Security arrests student
BY KATHLEEN CHARNOCK
Guradlan Newt Editor
A Wright State student was
arrested November 10 by WSU's
Security Commander Charles Lee
and cited for resisting arrest in
Fairborn Municipal court.
Lee said the student was carrying an opened can of beer while
in the University Center. but
outside either of the two legallypermiisable areas.
Le* described the student as
very belligerant. "I told him
several times thai he was in
violation (of campus liquor laws)
but he refused to comply with my
demands to relinquish his beer."
the pigs were just
hssseling me. man"
the
student's r-ply »o the charges.

"1 told him several times. I
was really going above and
beyond my duty." the officer
explained. When the student
continued to resist, "I really had
no other choice" but to arrest
him.
"This is not the first time I
have had some dealings with this
particular student," Lee said.
"On two previous occasions
the student (has) created a disturbance. wiiich was called to our
attentien," Lee charged. "I
didn't want to arrest him. but
considering the circumstances. I
had no other choice."
"He was instructed io put
down his beer. He refused. What
was I to do? I had to arrest him,
especially considering the fact
that he refused more thas oacc-. i,
(to pat it down)."

thursday. november IS
inter-varsity christian fellowship—11 am-12 noon. 112 fawcett.
bible study on spirit-filled christian.
marketing club—S:45 pn>, k-k>!. leave to tour management
horizons with ohio stati marketing club, more information, call
greg at 254-4058.
frxday, november 19
environmental action club—II am-12 noon, 175 brehm lab
conference room, discussion of recycling program for cempus
waste paper.
monday. November 22
inter-varsity christian fellowship—12 noon l pm, 112 fawcett. bible
study in ephesians.
thursday. November 23
veterans educational organization—3:30 pm. 045 university center.
everyone welcome.
campus bible fellowship—5:30 pm, 155b university center, bible
study and discussion.
Wednesday, november 24
campus bible fellowship—12 nnon-i pm, 321 allyn. bible study and
discussion.
inter-varsity christian fellowship— 2:15-3:10 pm. 240 fawcett. bible
study on spirit-filled christian.
Wednesday, rovember 24
baptist student union-2-3 pm. 124 millett. bible study, greg davis
and tira johnson (wsu seniors) are teachers.

WSU grad offers PI therapy
W SHAKGN TWAREK
Guardian Staff Writer
Postuial integration U a specialized form of bodywork using
principles a' connective tissue
manipulation, rciehiun and gestalt bodywork, acupuncture and
movement aWafehets.
Offered as a series of ten 75minute sessions, its goal is to
release the body from chronic
and accumulated tension—a release which no! only relieves
local and acute muscular stress,
but also encourages long lasting
relaxation and balance throughout the whole structure.
Accompanying these physical
changes, a greatly increased level of mind-body awareness and
energy can result.
John Walker, a graduate of
Wright Slate University with a

BA in psychology and a graduate
of the Institute of Postural Integration in San Francisco, is a
licensed masso-theapist and a
mejnh/f and graduate of the
Ge«talt Institute of Southern
Ohio.
Walker resides in Yellow
Springs'. Ohio and is available by
appoint ment days and some
weekends and evenings.
Walker cited a brochure that
said postural integration is a
method of dealing with the whole
structure.
Since chronic muscular tension
is a part of a pattern beginning
early in life, a persistent neck or
backache is not likely to vanish
The problem is more likely to
worsen as one struggles against
the constant pull of gravity, one
continues to use his ncck and
back as he always has. and no

90 minute market

Group

Date

Muddy Waters
Seals and Crofts

amount of willpower or exercise
will greatly alter these fundamental attitudes
Even though postural integration is p rimarily a style of deep
connective tissue manipulation, it
may appear to be very similar to
some of the techniques developed in Asia, Eurcpe and
America by Dicke, Rolf and
others.
However, postural integration
does not in fact simply combine
these techniques, it is rather a
unique system of manipulation
which m»:«! be observed or experienced to be understoo.d
This deep manipulation is supplemented with methods and
principles uniquely adapted from
reichiangestall bodywork and
acupuncture.

concert schedule

Place

Price

November 19

Bogarts Cafe, Cincinnati

$4.50. S5.50

November 20

Hara Arena

$5.50, Sfi.50
St. *6.50

Roy Ayers

November 20

Esquire Club. Cincinnati

Livingston Taylor

November 21

Victory Theatre

Kansas

November 28

Hara Arena

$5.50. $6.50

Geno Vanelli

December 1

Music Hall. Cincinnati

$4, S5. $6

Boston

December 7

Hara Arena

$5.50, $6.50

Olga Korbutt

December 1 i

Cincinnati Coliseum

$6.50, $7.50

Ted Nugent

December 30

Hara Arenc

*5.50. $6.50

i
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Chlmaera application*
Chimaera, the University
Honors Program's literary
magazine, is now accepting
submissions for this year's
publication.
Papers of a scientific or
speculative nature, reviews,
critiques, essays, papers written for class, creative and
independent work, and miscellaneous articles will be given equal consideration.
Papers will be accepted for
publication which display unusual clarity of thought, effectiveness of expression, an.4

originality.

All rights will revert to the
authors upon publication.
Manuscripts can be delivered
to Kathleen Charnock, c/o the
Honors office. 15? Millett.
Chinese Exhibition
A major exhibition. Studies
in Connoisseurship: Chinese
Paintings from the Arthur M
Sackler collection will open at
the Dayton Art Institute October 24 and continue til November 21.
Paintings and calligraphy
by 24 artists active in China
from the 14th to the 20th
centuries will be featured.
Museum galleries are open
to the public, free of charge,
from 12 noon to 5 pm Tuesday
through Friday and Sunday.
Hours on Saturday are from 9
am to 5 pm. DAI is closed
Mondays.
Antloch Theatre Production
A Shake spear comedy. The
Merry Wives of Windsor will
open at the Antioch Theatre
on Friday. November 12. The
performances arc scheduled
for Fridays. Saturdays and
Sundays. November 12-14 and
19-21 at 8:30 pm on the main
stage.
Reservations and ticket information for The Merry
Wives of Windsor may be
obtained by calling 864-1461
(toll-free from most of the
Miami Valley) or 767-7331.
c«t 285. Ticket prices are
$2.50 general admission, and
$1.50 for students and senior
citizens.
Scandinavian Seminar
Scandinavian seminar is accepting applications for its
study abroad program in Denmark. Finland. Norway, or
Sweden for the academic year
1977-78.
An initial three weeks language course, followed by a
family stay will be available as
the
student
attends
a
"People's college" or another
specialized institution.
The fee. covering tuition,
room, board, one-way group
transportation from New York
and all course connected travels in Scandinavia is $3,800.
A limited number of scholarship loans are available.
For further infoimation
write Scandinavian Seminar,
100 East 85th street, NewYork. NY 10028.
Alternative Bookstore
The alternative bookstore, designed to avoid long lines and
high prices, will be open January 3 and 4. 1977 from 10 am
to 2 pm in Millett lounge

Financial A'd Committee
Applications are being accepted for a student to serve on
the University Financial Aid
committee.
All interested students may
pick up an application in the
Student Caucus oftlcs in the
University Center.
Scaplno!
Scapino.'. an adaption of the
Moliere play, will be the second
theatre production for the !97677 theatre season, which will
open November 11 and run
through November 20.
Ticketi will be $3 or $2 for
students and senior citizens.
General ticket sales begin November 1.
For ticket information, call
873 2500.
Eager Scholarship
John P Eager Trust is offering $1500 scholarships to students interested in micrographics, photography, industrial
design, chemistry, or information science.
Applicants must have strong
academic acheivement and financial need. For more information. contact Financial Aid
office, 152 Allyn.
Ski Club Trip
Ski club will sponsor a trip to
Aspen. Colorado December 10
through 19. Participants will
leave Wright State Friday. December 10 and will travel on two
Greyhound buses.
Cost of the trip will be $200,
Including lift tickets, lodging,
and transportation by bus to
and from Aspen. A deposit of
$S0 is now being collected, and
the date for final payment is
November 18.
The excursion is limited to
two bus capacity, and therefore
participants will be accepted on
a first-come, first-served basis.
20 scats arc now left.
Club membership is a requisite. which can be attained by
paying dues of $4.
Their next m e r t i s j will be
Thursday. November 4 it 9:30
pm. 041-043 University Center,
during which deposits fts the
trip can be made.
Library Scholarships
Ohio Association of School
I ibrarians is offering five scholarships for the 1977-78 academic year. Two awards of $600
each arc available to junior,
seniors, or graduate students
who intend to become school
media specialists (librarians).
Applicants must have a financial need aiid must be
willing to work in Ohio for two
years.
Three $100 awards aie open
to members of the OASL who
arc currently working in Ohio.
For further information, contact
the Financial Aid office, 152
Allyn.
Phi Alpha Theu
Al) social studies education
majors with 18 hours of history
and a 3.0 average are eligible to
join Phi Alpha Theta, the international history honorary fraternity.
An initiation and Phi Alpha
Tiieta meeting will be held
November 22. For more information leave a message for
Julia at extension 3110.

Falrbern Playhouse
The Miracle Worker will be
presented at Fairborn Playhouse November 5. 6. 12, 13,
19 and 20 at 8:30 pm.
For reservations call 8781651.
Library Hour* Survey
Student Caucus members arc
attempting to evaluate the need
and desire for extended library
hours. Surveys, asking preference for longer hours, are nowbeing distributed and «"ected
for two weeks.
Students who do not receive
a questionnaire in their mailbox
may pick one up at the Student
Caucus office 033 University
Center, or at one of the collection boxes located in the library
and in Allyn and Millett lounges.

5Jeui0
S»lfort8
Planned Parenthood
sale success
Planned Parenthood Association of Miami Valley would
iike to thank all those who
helped them make their sixth
annual book fnir a success.
Over 1,500 person! purchased <ver $18,000 worth of
books, most of which sold 15
cents to 35 cents.
Profits from the sale and
other special events help provide family planning services f
over 9.000 residents of Montgomery.
Miami.
Preble,
Greene. Darke, and Warren
counties.
Operation- -Share Christmas
Operation Sha;e Christmas is
a community effort to provide a
Christmas dinner for needy
families in Montgomery CountyThe program, which depends
on volunteers, is in need of
help Volunteers are needed
from December 6 through 17 to
take information from those
requesting a Christmas basket.
Interested |>ersons should
contact the Dayton Ombudsman
office at 223-4613 or sign up at
Wright State's Ombudsman's
office in Allyn hall
Africa Lecture
liberal Arts lecture series
will feature Dr Peter Mark of
the History department Wednesday. November 17. Mark
will tpeak on "Africans in
European Eyes" from 12 noon
to 1 pm in 228 Millett
Tennis Courts open
Dayton Court House, a new
sports facility, opened Friday
and houses eight courts for
racquetbal!, handball, and paddleba'l. The Court House has a
fully supplied pro shop offering
the latest equipment, attire,
and accessories.
Also the facilities houses a
lounge, carpeted lockers, saunas, an exercise room, and an
attended nursery.
The court house is located
just off Dorothy Line at 2750
Bertwynn Drive. For more information contact Jim Mlngey
at 294-0700.

Sigma Delta PI Members
lota Omega chapter of Sigma
Delta Pi. the national Spanish
honorary, inductet nine Wright
State students October 28. New
members are Lisa Gordon, Denise Lepe. Arlene Kebo. Elaine
Keuwonfty, Sue Newbauer. Judith Purcell. Neil P.eif. Thecla
Schnebie, and Nina Stutler.
Students, regardless of-academic major, are eligible for
membership by having t. sophomore standing or above, completion of a Spanish or Spanish-American literature course
sequence, a 3,0 cummulative
average in Spanish courses, a
2.75 University accummulative,
and recommendation of the
fail-time Spanish teaching faculty.
Child Psychology for Winter
"Child Psychology for coaches. teachers, and Parents of
Young athletes" will be offered
as Psychology 200 winter quar
ter. Psychological benefits ar.d
risks involved in sports participation by boys and girls from
kindergarten
through
high
school will be discussed.
The course will be taught by
Dr Tnomas Wilke. assistant
professor of psychology at the
Celina branch campus.
Pre-requisites arc Psychology
l i t and 112 or permission of
W like The class will meet from
7:30 to 9:10 Thursday evenings.
Trail Hike
"Buckeye Trail Hike" will be
sponsored by Dayton-Montgomery County Park district Saturday. November 20 r.t 8 am.
The Green Mansion
will
be held at Taylorsville reserve.
Placement Recruiters
sign-ups begin today for interviews with the following
companies: for November 22
interviews-Universal Guarantee
Life insurance (sales and sales
management positions). Cincinnati Milacron (engineers, computer science), and Metropolitan Lfe Insurance
For November 23 interviewsGem City Savings (1c in counselor). Danis Industries (internal auditor). Square D Company (engineers). For Interviews on November 24-Motorola
(sales representative).
In order to be eligible for
these interviews, interested
persons must be registered
with Career Planning and Placement office in 134 Oelman
hall.
DAI Lecture
Elizabeth Benson, director of
the Center for Pre-Columbian
studies at Dumbarton Oaks.
Washington. DC. will present a
lecture on Two Peruvian Pots in
the Dayton Art Institute at 7:30
pm. November 17. The lecture
which will be held in the
American wing of the Dayton
Art Institute, will cost $3 per
person.
HolitU) Payday
Time c*rds must be in for all
student employee? on November 24 at 4 pm. Pay day will be
November 24, Between December 4 and January 1, students
can still work 40 hours per
week.

Transportation Meeting
Montgomery-Greene County
Transportation and Development Planning program will
hold ita seventh annual meeting
on November 19 at the Biltmore
Towers hotel. Ohio's Lieutenant
Governor Richard Celeste will
be the keynote speaker at the
Meeting.
Public otficah and citizens of
Montgomery
Greene counties are invited to attend. Tickets can be obtained for this
noon luncheon by calling 233
6323, extension 234.
fhe meeting's purpose will
be to create a better understanding of the transportation
planning
process,
through
which the local communities
can obtain federal and state
assistance in solving transportation problems.
Christmas Trip to ltslv
An opportunity to travel to
Italy for three or more weeks
during the Christmas break is
being offered through the Study
in Rome programs. The regular
programs of opera, photography, and Roman civilization and
culture will be combined.
Special trips to the Naples
bay irea with visits to Pompeii,
Hercclaneum and Capri are
included. Opilonal trips to Florence ni»-y be arranged as well
as to Miaino or Venice
Tuition for three weeks is
$200 with pro-rated days beyond the three week period.
Departure date is scheduled for
December 1. Air fare will be
the lowest. 22-45 day excursion
fare, prices of which are available at any TWA office.
For registration form, write
Study in Rome programs, PO
Box 611. Coconut Grove. Miami
Florida 33133.
Speech 141 Raffle winners
Winning numbers of the
speech 141 raffle include 744
128. 744 142, 744 157. 744 182.
744 236, 744 300, 744 407. 744
423. 744 479. 744 545, 744 554,
744 660. 744 t,73. 744 690. 744
728.744 774 , 7'(4 838. 744 839,
744 915, 744 9J7. 744 939. 745
001. 745 063. 745 072, 745 112.
and 745 139.
Winners should put their
mailbox numbers in mailbox
A74 to find out what they have
won.
Also, the group would like to
thank the She and the Great
Skate.
Colleg- Planning Program
A program will be presented
by a communication 141 class to
heip high school students prepare foi college.
The presentation will be held
at Fariborn Park Hills High
school and will covedr aspects
such ss the pros and cons of
university
life.
academic
requirements for diverse majors. and possible preparatory
measures thai might be taken
by a high school student planning to attend college.
The speech group's members
include Jesse Cosby. Brant
Dahlfors. Ann Doll. Bob Kohlbacker. Debbie Hinton, Debbie
Monahan. Mark Munto. Mike
Tucker, and Sheri Reeve*.

More New: Shorts on page 7

News Shorts con 9t
MBA Club
An MBA club is being organized by MBA students, who will
hold a dinner meeting Thursday, November 18 from 5:45 to
6:45 pm in the University Center cafeteria- AH MBA candidates should have received one.
however, if you did not receive
one and would like some more
information leave name, address. phone number, mailbox
number, and tell whether or not
you will attend the dinner in
mailbox G350,
New Slg Hp*
Sigma Phi Epsilon has welcomed John Attuso, Steve Percival, Mike Thacker. Greg Fletcher. and Tim Napier into their
fraternity.
Book Sale board
University
Center
board
would like to remind students
that the bulletin boards near
the bookstore in the University
Center are available for private
sale of books only. The space is
outlined and forms with instructions are provided.
History Club lecture
History club will present Professor Larry Gara, war resistance advocate, jarz-lover, and
historian of Wilmington College
on November 22 at 3:30 pm in
151 Millett.
Gara will speak on the Underground railroad.

Daace-Off

The two sections of ballroom
dancing (HPR 100) will hold a
dance-off Sunday. November 21
from I to 3 pm. The purpose of
the dance-off is to promote interest in ballroom dancing. The
public is invited and admission
is free.
A cash prize of $25 is being
offered to the winning couple.
A hustle contest will also be
held, which is open to all. with
a $25 prize also.
The final event will be the
polka marathon, with a $15
cash prize to the winners.
There is a one-hour limit to the
marathon, with two five-minute
breaks, during which there will
be professional exhibitions and
general dancing for the spectators.
Marketing Club Tour
Wright State's Marketing
club will be touring Management Horizons, a marketing
consulting firm near Columbus,
along with the Ohio State Marketing club, Thursday, November 18.
Transportation will be provided and will leave the K lot at
5:45 pm. For more information,
contact Greg at 254-4058 or bymailbox 0261.

Inter-Greek Council
Inter-Greek council will meet
Thursday, November 18, at 6
pm in 045 University Center.
One representative from each
Greek group is requested to
attend.

Memorial Hail Pretests
Sweet Adelines will be in
concert Saturday. November 20
at 8 pm at Memorial hall in
Dayton. They will present "Re
member Music Man"',
Ont Flew Over Ike Cuckoo s
Next will be offered Monday,
November 22 at 8:30 pm. also
at Memorial hall.
For mere information, contact Mr Rose at 223-7581.
Issues Handbook
Ohio League of Women
Voters has made available the
"Guide to State Issues" free
of charge at the Greater Day
ton Area Letgue office, 120
West Second street in Dayton.
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Food co-op organizes
BY DAVID MCELBOY
Guardian Staff Writer
Ray Leard. principal organizer
of the Wright State food co-op.
said at a co-op meeting yesterday, "Don't think of me as the
boss. . . " explaining that all the
cooperatives' decisions were to
be made by the co-op membership.
The major purpose of the
meeting was to determine which
grocery items would be feasible
for the co-op to handle, without
loosing price advantages, and to
seek volunteers from the membership to handle those food
divisions which were selected.
All duties of the co-op will be
divided among the members.
fhe food divisions selected by
the co-op include whole grains,
fresh produce, nuts, cheeses,
yogurt, whole grain breads, and

canned and boxed grocery items.
The co-op will only purchase
those items which can be ordered
in quantity to allow case purchases.
Persons ordering groceries
from the ;-o-op will be required to
pay in advance. If an item
ordered is not available, then the
cost of that item will be ,-redited
toward future purchases or tnother item can be substituted for
the unavailable items.
A central mailbox was suggested for members to be able to
place their orders with the co-op
at any convenient time.
leard said. "I think we'll get
this thing going next quarter,"
noting that things are slowing
down at WSU in the face '•( the
coming holiday season.
The next meeting of the food
co-op will be held at 3 pm,
November 22. in 045 University
Center,

The guide contains the official ballot wording on each of
the seven issues, and an
explanation of each, and a list
of the arguments for and
against individual issues.

The GUARDIAN is distributing DISCOUNT CERTIFICATES for the all new Encyclopedia Britannica 3—to all
Wright State University student, including GRADUATE
STUDENTS. Also eligible for the discount are all faculty,
staff and employees of WSU. Watch your college mailbox
for this exciting news!!!

\

\

\

\

\

P.S. There's an additional feature in the new Britannica
program that's ready-made for student use. As an owner,
you are also entitled to as many as 100 research reports
covering over 100 broad fields of scholarship, over 10,000
specific subjects...a built in service of your own for preparation of term papers and course assignments..

\

\

\
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Sports Scope

Raiders stress defense
BY SHARON TWAREK
Guardian S(aff Writes
"Two scrimmages last week
went a long way in determining
who starts on the 18th," commented Wright State basketball
Coach Marcus Jackson.
"We have made a lot of
progress in early practice sessions, especially on defense.
However, that is by design. We

try to stress defense for the first
two weeks along with good conditioning." he continued.
Although WSU's game against
Athletes in Action on Thursday.
November 18 will not count in
the regular season record. Jackson is treating the game like his
season opener with good reason.
"We have a lot ef young
players this season " explained
Jackson. "They will
getting *

look at somebody else for a
change outside our program. We
plan to prepare for the game just
like « regular game and hope to
gain some valuable experience."
Sure starters for the 8 pm
game for WSU are senior Curt
Shellabarger and sophomore Bob
Shaefer.
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Normally, a reporter is on the
spectatmg side of any spoit.
When I got on the participating
end. I h.-l to write about it.
It see>,ns that WYSO, the
community radio station in Yellow Springs, decided to sponsor a
road rally as part of their fund
raising Marathon week. The
rules stated tbat the car would
have to pass a safety check, and
must have a working odometer.
Actually all that was necessary
was the odometer. Hie first two
cars that came into the starting
point were riding on Goodyear
Bald Eagle tires. Car number
three got extra poip's for having
tread on their tires.
In the WYSO type of road
rally, the winner is determined
by the amount of mileage put on
the odometer. The least amount
of the official mileage recorded
by the rclly master wins.
Of course, since total distance
is involved, the sponsors of the
rally try to fool the contestants
constantly. Their best effort was,
instead of giving directions that
• e r e ambiguous, not giving directions at all.
In p " w of such cryptic lingo
as. jog R" they gave us a big

<S£iofi

where you choose the gowns
v
you wish to try on •f:' . 'Z J
Select th^ Gowns. ?q;\your whole Bridalv
Party and get free Alterations'for All ' "
256-Q718
5526 Barkhardt
(Corner
of Spinning

BY GAYLON V1CKKHS
Guardian Stall Writer

r

-

Avenue
. by Krttger)

These questions marks mranl
that at the first intersection the
driver-navigator team had to
make a decision as to which way.
to go. The only information that
would help was that one half of a
mile up the road, a WYSO
bumper sticker waited to confirm
I to everyone they had taken the
right turn.
Despite the temptation, no one
took out a handful of .tickers and
put them up on the wrong

turnings. Do fiot, however, be
lieve that we didn't think about
it.
Unlike some of the teams, we
(my driver Dave Watson and
myself, <tnew about this little bit
, chktanery in advance. Since it
»as obvious that we would have
to know which way to turn we did
the all-Ameriesn sort of thing
We took unfair advantage of the
situation and we brought binocu
lars.
Notice I didn't say that we
cheated. We didn't, but we were
determined to win if we could
The rally master had different
ideas. Of the nine question
marks that were on the detections
only four of the signs were in
sight.
So it came to pass that the
team of Watson and Wickers
made four wrong turns, losing a
mile on each wrong turn.
The driver naturally blamed
the navigator (me). The naviga
tor naturally blamed the drivet
for not being the navigator,
Through it all. we finally camt
to the end of the raliy. Alto
waiting about an hour, the winners were finally announced,
Julie Overton and family, with a
distance error of only .9 miles
took first place.
Brian Woodnit came in second
with a fine 1.4 distance error,
Much to my pleasure cat
number five was announced as
thtrd place winner.
Since that was Dave and my
self, we cheered, and offered to
shake hands with all the losers,
H ad I been in their place I would
have done the same as they did.
They ignored us.

Christmas
Clearance
. Magnificent M a r k d o w n s h

EVERYTHING REDUCED
FROM
Try em- and you'll turn
on—we're talking aboul the
frames at the Optical Fashion Center.
See cut large selection of full fashion frames—one of
•he btggesi in Ohio.
STUDENT DISCOUNT
—
We are offering a 15 percent discount to ali Wright Stale
students (you must show ID card; on all frames, lenses
%nd contact lenses

53OWM0h
Xania, OHcmK6S
376-9466

gHMMBiri W ADIEU
Cross Country
w
right State University's cross
country team, led by Dave Glidewell finishing 12th, took seventh
place with 280 points in the
Division 11 college cross country
national championships OR Saturday.
The University of California at
Irvine was first with 50 points.
Seven schools and 217 runners
participated in the champioc••hips nosred by Southwest Missouri State in Springfield, Missouri
Other Wright State rentier*
were John Shall, 33rd; Bob
Staler. 68th; Gary Loe, 93rd; and
Terry Roeth, 113th.

I-M basketball
Basketball leagues for men
and women are starting winter
quarter. There is a S10 refundable entry fee, and the leagues
will meet Monday through Friday.
Entry deadline is December
10, with two levels of competition. Level one is for i-shirts and
points, level two is for fun. Sign
up in the locker rooms.

Co-rec basketball
For the first time at Wright
State, the 1-M sports department
is starting a men's snd women's
mixed league for basketball.
Those wishing to compete m
regular I-M basketball can do so
in addition to competing in this
league.
There is no entry fee, and the
games will be played from January 12 through February 28. The
entry deadline is December 10,
and there are some additional
rules which are different from
the norm si I-M program
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Riding club getting appaloosa horse
BY ALLAN FROMAN
Guardian Staff Wider
"The Wright State Riding club
will soon be receiving a regular
appaloosa." stated Sharon Parr,
dub vice-president. The horse
has been donated by former dub
member, Joyce Federly.
"We now have sis riding
horses. The remaining horses
kept at the dub are boarder
horses and below; to the stu-

dents," continued Parr.
Parr said the dub had reached
a membership of 180 and thev
have had quite a few people
joining. She added that the instructors are kept very busy.
The Riding dub has two riding
programs. English and Western.
The English program originated
in England is a mar', refined type
of horse riding, while the Western program is the quickest way
to learn riding.

There is a "hard corps" which
is a group of riders and instructors that ride almost everyday,
while other members of th? clab
ride for enjoyment and relaxation.
The Riding dub meets every
other Sunday at 7 pm. The nest
meeting will be November 21'.
Polides and changes within the
club will be discussed.

Ke&erreis announces three part plan

J W S U M I

Ohio State defeated Oectnnati
15-13, 4-15. and 15-11 Saturday
to capture the Ohio major college
women's volleyball championship.
The Buckeyes earlier beat host
Ohio University in the semifinals.
Wright State was defeated by
Cleveland State.

(continued from page 1).
announced by President Robert
Kegerrets last Tuesday.
At Out! time. Kegerrets (aid all
but essential vacant positions
would go unfilled.
"Thsre are eiceptions that
have to be made," Spiegel noted. For example, Individuals
"who leave in the middle of the
year" may have to be replaced,
he said.
Atwater noted that although
ike University also plans to

postpone purchases of capital
equipment. We cannot just indefinitely delay purchases."
The College of Science and
Engineering,Atwater said, is " a
particular problem" as regards
capital equipment.
Spiegel agreed that &e S*E
program requires more capital
spending, but observed that the
University has "released * good
deal of their capital," enabling
the department to make necessarv equipment purchases.

Atwater said the University
has delayed capital purchases
every year to hold down costs.
Ke added, however, that "quality suffers" if capital equipment
expenditures are drastically cut.
According to Atwater. the
state will be drafting the budget
for the next biennium in mid-January, at which time the administration will have a clearer picture of the possibility of spring
increases.

The Place
Levis' puts it all together with a
grand new collection of Movin-on Jeans
& a selection of styles of Movin-on Jeans
- like you've never seen before!

Students will save 10% at The Place
stores now till X-was. Stop In & show
school ID to receive your discount

Bowling
We have everything
& anything

Ibtra-mural bowling is slated
to begin winter quarter. There
are two seperate leagues for men
and women.
There will be a $10 refundable
entry fee for teams, who will also
have to pay a SI.80 charge for
shoes and games. The league
will meet on Wednesday afternoons at the BeaverVu Bowling
lanes January 5 through March
2.
Only S members per team,
entry deadline is December 3.
Sign-up sheets are available in
the locker rooms of the Physical
Education building.

in L e v i ' s *

If its hoi :he Place h a s it.

Movin-on J e o n s
Famous dual pocket
M o v i n o n sportshifts by L e v i ' s

Volleyball
Three
women's
voBsybafl
teams wiu aavsace to tfcc region til championships next weekend
at the Chicago campus of the
University of Illinois. Schools
who will be playing are Ohio
University, Ohio State University, a a i University of Cindnnati.

Open
10-9 Mon-Set

12-7 Sun

ESIKOWB Shopping O u t e r
T o w n & Country Shopping C e n t e r
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Directing,, acting, photography in Sybil unequaled
BY RICHARD A VORPE
Guardian Feature Writer
It is very unusual when the
possibility of quality fare on commercial television, outweighs
that in the local theaters. Recently. both have been desperate.
However, on Sunday and Mon-

BIKE SALE
THRU NOVEMBER
Discontinued Model*
Fuji • Falcon - Carabeia
Concord - Motobecane
Good supply
of u*ed
10-3-1 speeds

Expert
Repairs
All makes

In stock

MOW MHOS
BICYCLE SHOP

Hours 1(1-6 Daily
241 Xenla
767-l<»56
Next to movie theatre

day.
commercial
television
peaked as i' never has before,
with the showing of a made for
TV movie. Sybil.
Sybil, produced by Lorimar
Productions (Home of the Waltons). escapes the blatant mediccracy that seems second nature
to boob tube movies, lis' production and performance are outstanding.
Unlike many of its predescesors. Sybil fits perfectly in the
medium in which it is shown
Insertion, of possibly less than
usual commercials, did not hurt
the film.
Cut in two parts and peaking
at the end of the first part.
Sybil's Monday night secondhalf. did not fail its high expectations. Within the first half-hour
of the Monday night showing, a
beginning resolution for the major problem of the previous night
was found.
Yet. the next hour and a half
was filled w ith level upon level of
exploration into the bizarre
source of a young woman who
cohabitates with 15 other personalities.
There is no secret why the film
works as well as it does. The
performances of Sally Field and

PYRAM|D ENERGY IS FOR REAL WITH
Pal
INNERGY SENSORS
Ihe.e or# lour modeis the 20 x 22 Poster. th« 3 lnch Experimental Disc, the 3-Inch Wedollion with Choin. and the 12
Inch Meditotion Sensor They provide a simple and procticol
way to use pyramid energy to energue water preserve and
improve the (lovor ot food enhance taste of juices ond drinks,
restoring your energy night ond day, enlightment in
meditotion ond many other uses See them at the followina
dealers
Troth ol Shonti 22 t. Nottingham
275-7134
The Mountointop. 5928 N, Dixie
890-5177
Unity of Doyton, 5176 Old Troy Pike
233-7516
Gemini World. 104 Brown St.
224-9040
Dingleberry's, 1002 W. Centerville
433-6525
Xenio Notural Foods, 72 5. Detroit
372-2009
^Antioch College Book Store, Yellow Springs
767-7331

THE
TOMLINSON COLLECTION

Joanne Woodward are the film's movies, mediocracy is the only
center. Sybil (Field) is so far result.
above anything she has ever
Sybil's director Daniel Pietre
done that, without a doubt, this h*s done such an excellent job on
has to mean a new career, for the
every aspect of the film. It*
girl that seems to be haunted by
thematic motion is so smooth
a past character called Gidget.
that commercial interruption and
Woodward's, performance as
cutting the fum in haif does not
the psychiatrist, ranges from
harm it in the least. Obviously,
stern-professional to a final senSybil would look better, totally
sitive-feeling human. T t de
uninterrupted, but the film still
velopment of this character, is so
works.
brilliantly subtle, that for WoodOne aspect that does stick out
ward also, this is definitely one
on the production end of the film
of the outstanding moments in
is the cinematography of Mario
her career.
Tosi. Tosi's sense of angular
Something
rarely
complisurrealism is briffiant.
mented in television, is ihe
In the dream sequences, at
directorial control. Because of points when Sybil trasforms herlimited time IV allows in the
self into one of her personalities,
production of their home-made
in se-nidarkness and at odd

Shakespeare plays at Antioch
BY ROBERT MARCUM
Guardian Special Writer
William Shakespeare continues
to be one of the most enjoyable
and entertaining playwrites in
the English language, and the
Antioch Area Theatre's production of The Merry Wives of Windsor is no exception.
Director Downing Cless and
the exuberant cast have faithfully
reproduced (he Bard's ".r>medy
of debaucnery" in all its bawdy
essence.

Shakespeare originally whipped out the play in two weeks as
a response to Queen Elizabeth's
request to have that infamous
favorite. Sir John Falstaff. on
Mage once more, but this time in
love.
Sir John in love turned out to
be a farce through a plot loaded
down with all manner of chicanery, deviltry, puns, and rude
jokes.
Falstaff, the "fat Knight." is
superbly perforred by David M
Jaffe. who is recently stole most
of the show in The Shewing-Up

Doi & Lou - Drive i!iru

Beverage Dock
and
Carrv Out
Large Selection

</ ^ -.V

Block
Cube
Crushed

1836 Airway lid - 254-5552
al Woodman
next to Pott Office

original, old. and modern maste' prints
EXHIBITION and SALE
Creative Arts Center
commons a reft
Friday, November 19
hours: 10-5 pm
price range. $5-$500
Artists include Durer. Goya. Kollwitz. Mucha. Renotr,
Whistler, and many others
DISCO
NITE

NECESSITIES

K B
special
events present*

Complete your backpacking needs
with a Super Bivouac Cover to protect your bay, a Foam Pad for your
sleeping comfort, and Down Booties
for your feet to rest in warmth. They're
a lot for a little-come by and see them

A NITE OF SOUND
NOV 19th 9 to 1 pm
in the Rathskellar
with
STEVE KIDD of wwsu
FREE!!
BEER: $1.40 pitcher

angles, the camera seems to
travel with Sybil. Such a depth of
visual image for TV is very rare.
Tosi's cinematography is one
of the plus petals in the film, that
if he didn't exiirt. the film could
not have wcr'ed as well.
In the past feiv weeks, NBC
Big Event has been pretty meet,
of a joke. Cone With The Wind
last week was without doubt a
:oup for NBC. TVs representation of films made for theaters
is a mistake, thanks to the omnipresent censor.
Wind did not look right, feel
righi, imprisoned by that small
screen. Sybil was m?dc for it and
excellence such as Sybil was will
take a long time for television to
equal.

WILDERNESS OUTFITTERS
DAILY 12-9 SAT 9-5

V

? % 2 Linden Ave

<ln Kavttown Shopping (.truer)

252-SOOfi

of Blaneo Posnet. His Falstaff is
played in the grand Orson Wellsian tradition, with every ounce
of the happy-go-lf.cky blustering
swagger that has endeared the
character to generations of theatregoers.
His immenr-e vitality, though,
meets its match in two other
characters, s ' w r i Lynn Roberts
plays Mistress Quickly, a doctor's maid, in a manner very
reminiscent of she maiden hen in
the old Foghorn Leghorn cartoons; and Joshua Billings portrays Master Frank Ford with all
the comic realism of a man who's
been there before.
During one scene where they
each in turn interact with Falstaff
they had the audience on the
floor, each receiving an ovation
upon exiting.
Laughter was frequent throughout the show, as the characters cavorted through the twisted
plot, ail the while mouthing a
rppid fire of puns, quips, and c s c
liners at each other and the
audience.
James P Rose did an excellent
job on the set ana lighting
designs, creating a multilevel
Tudor-style design that allowed
the actors to make the fullest use
of the space. Time and location
changes wre indicated by g quick
dim of the lights and a change in
the level at which the scene was
performed.
Mr Cless' direction was impeccable, and the cast showed great
alacrity for farce. Occasionally
one or the other of the supporting c-wt would let their character
slip, but on the whole it was a
delightful evening.
The play will again be performed this Friday through Sunday, November 19-21, at 8:30 pm
on the main stage.
The next production at the
Area Theatre will be Ray Bradbury's Pilhr of Fire, to be presented on the Main Stage at 8:30
pm. December 1-5. Tickets are
12.50 general admission. $1.50
for students and senior citizens.
For further information caii 864(continued on page I i)
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'Scapino! totally enjoyable

BY TELEIA McCABE
Guardian Staff Writer

Moliere, Les Fotirberies de Seapin. But the only relationship
Scapino' has with Moliere is in
i'capino.', the Wright State the play's plot and a stylized
theatre s second play of the comic acting style reminiscent of
eleventh season, is a totally the age of Moliere's farce.
enjoyable production- TTte comThe play takes place at a c&fe
edy will be presented November bar beside the docks, in modern
18, 21 at 8 pm. and November Naples, The" jet, as usual, is
19. 20 at 8:3C pm in the Festival skillfully designed, and extremePlayhouse, Creative Arts Center. ly workable for this kind of
ScapirM.' is based on a play by production. The set was designed

by Terry Stump.
Two young men (Ottavio and
Leandro) are left (by their fathers) in the charge of SylveMro.
a sidekick to a rogue and doubletalk man named Scapino. Scapino
helps these young men secure
their ladyloves, and handle Their
outraged fathers.
The play is performed in a very
broad, grandic : style of acting,
and the perfonners arc very

Judy Collins, flawless production
BY ROBERT MARCUM
Guardian Staff Writer
It was a Pine evening, the night
the cream of Dayton's culture
and col'ege crop dressed to the
hilt and promenaded down to
Memorial Hall to see Ms Goldenthroat herself. Judy Collir.s.
The almost sellout crowd covered the efltire spectrum, from
genteel old money to a few crass
teenybopper types (sitting right
behind me, which figures).
The stage was set for a six or
seven piece band, with the keyboard instruments draped with
brightly-patterned fabrics.
At 8:IS pm the band came
onstage. Collins, resplendent in a
lowcut blue evening gown (Saks
Fifth Avenue. \299.SO), seated
herself at the piano to enthusiastic applause.
The show opened with Bom to
the Breed, an original composition from Judith. Switching to
guitar, she continued with a
rousing rendition of Steve Goodman's City of New Orleans.
She then got into a strange rap
about Henry Kissinger, and how
she sympathized with the poorp
fellow now that he's lost his
dreams of solving the whole
world's problems at once.
Armed with this spirit of sympathj^-shr swung into a Randy
Newman song off Sail A ••ay, the

Friday

title of which I forget; the one
with the lines . Let's drop the
big one/And pulverize 'em".
The next song was a whaling
chant, done in accompwiment
with a tape of Newfoundland
coast noises; follwed by an instrumental by one of her guitarists. Lou Volpe.
The first set ended with Plegaria a un Labrador\Prayer to a
Laborer), a beautiful song by
Chilean poet Victor Jara. who
was killed in the football stadium
during the miliary junta's takeover of Salvador Allende's government.
Returning to the guitar, she
ran through a series of songs
including Someday Soon. Special
Delivery, Lovin' of the Game,
and a very pretty multilingual
song 1 wish she'd in'roduced.
She then did Mimi Farina and
James Oppenheim's Bread and
Roses, during which siie sang
multiple harmonics with a tape of
herself. Bread and Roses, by the
way, is the tile of her new album
(Elektra 7E-1076), and the source
of many of the songs she performed.
The show closed with Leonard
Cohen's Bird on the Wire, done
with just the right amount of
drunken manic depravity, and
receiving a thunderous ovation.
She seemed quite surprised
and thanked us with pleased

Saturday
1T'^ THF IAWS0? W
I FABULOUS M1TI

m

re than a movie!
' An explosive cinema concert!

relief in her voice. Was sht ;eally
that unsure of herself?
Backed by a piano and an ARP
synthesizer, she encored with
Stephen Sondheim's Send in the
Clowns, from the Broadway
musical /i Little Night Music.
This was easily the most moving performance of the night. as
her voice and the keyboards
created a triad of melodies that
hovered desparately in the air
like a live thing. Its conclusion
was greeted by a hushed pause,
followed almost immediately by a
roaring standing ovation.
With shining eyes (oh, those
eyes!) she bowed, blew the
audience a kiss, and turned and
glided from the stage.
As ! walked to the exit, ! '-Muld
hear her singing backstage—a
formless me: >dy. the casual
winding down from a long show.
And yet. it was a flawless as
everything else about her performance. and the perfect ending
to this night.

good
Outstanding in this production
is Mark E Olsen in the title role.
He displays a flair for comic
acting, and is extremely flexible
and versatile in his role as
Scapino.
Bruce Byron Cromer is also
outstanding in his role of Sylvestro, straight man and sidekick
to Scapino. He is especially
credible in a sequence in which
he poses as a chain carrying,
silver
studded
motorcycle
toughie that intimidates one of
the Fathers.
The Fathers are both strong,
delightful characters. Played to
the max by Byron Hays (Argante) and Dale E Kit-aid (Gerontc), they provide the production with some of its funniest
scenes.
Bob Miller (Ottavio) and
Thomas Whelan (Leandro). are
funny, and give strong performances as the two lovesick young
men.
Others in the cast include
Tammy Duff. Edward Sluzas.
Debbie Monahat:, Kim Raimo.
Thomas Paxitzis. Anthony Bur-

*.«h k p ^ i o i

Cheap thrills
(continued from page 10)
1461 (toll free from Springfield or
Dayton), or 767-7331. extension
285 or 526.
Another production of interest
in the Yellow Springs-WSU area
is The Real Inspector Magritte,
which will be presented at Yellow
Springs Center Stage. 136 Dayton Street, December 3-5 and
9-11 at 8:30 pm. Call 767-2481 for
more information.
1 strongly urge (again) everyone to support these productions;
they provide good inexpensive
theatre that caters to a wide
range of tastes.

nett. Alan C Juke, and Ellen
Skinner.
Scapino.' is a combination of all
kind; of comedy, from slapstick,
to parody, to imitation, to Laurel
ano Hardy, etc.
It it a very physical production. with people hanging from
balconies, taking pratfalls, etc.
The choreography is done by Eric
Brandt Nielsoa.
The play destroys the illusion
of the "fourth wall" by constantly reminding the audience that
thev are at a olav. They rehearse
the schemes to the audience
before inflicting thorn on the
characters, constantly give verbal
reminders to the audience, and
finally asking for audience participation.
Scapino' is a delightful production, under the direction of Abe
Bassett. Tickets may be obtained
at the Box Office. Creative Arts
Center, or calling 873-2500.
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WSU Artist Series Presents - In Con

t

TAJ MAHAL
with special guest

Leon Redbone

Sunday, November 21, 8 pm
Physical Education Building

a

Students: $4.50 in
85.00 at
Others: 85.00 in
85.50 at

ALICE COOPER SHOW
HEtCQME * 0 » ' M & H K A W

©
Saturday

advance
the d o o r
advance
the door

Tickets available at:
Hollow Tree
LC Candy Counter
Dinglebem'a
Forest
Records S, f resh VtptlMw
The Rock
All Gohk-nrod location*

Ribea
Seara
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SQUARE D circuit breakers28. 15. to 70 amp. 864-1490 or
B657. 11-18

STEREO COMPONENTS 20
percent to 40 percent off list
price, all major brands available and guaranteed! Call
PerTy at 252-5034 from 3-9
pm.

VW CLUTCH. T/O bearing.
Steering damper. reasonable.
864-1490 or B657. 11-18

GOOD USED BIKES- 25"
Sekine; 23" Carabela. Everything alloy, cotterless cranks.
Kew condition, low price guarantee. Yellow Springs Bike
Shop. 241 .tenia Avenue. 7671956. 11-4
FOR SALE: Super 8 movie
camera with light case, and
screen. Bell and Howell projector. $100 for all. Call 4265692. 11-15
197| MAVERICK. 6 cyl. power steering, air. new tires,
vinyl top. 47.000 mi. clean.
$1295. Call 433-5540 or Mailbo* 0454. 11-15
FOR SALE: Rare. 1971 TransAm. 455 HO 4 speed. Positraction. Air. $2800. If interested leave note in mailbox
E44I. 11-15
K'R SALE: 1966 Honda 160—
basket case $75. 1974 realistic
CB radio with AS antenna,
coax cable, hardware, etc $85
contact Chuck 2321 Duncan
Dr Apt 6 Bonnie-Vomit or box
B-.'9. 11-15
HEWLEH PACKARD HP-55
pocket programmable calculator with timer feature--case.
battery charger, math and sicl
program books—like new—
$185—H572 or
274-4! :0.
II 15
I9ft8 GTO. 1971 engine. 410
rear end. 4-specd. Cragars all
around-L60 back, interior fine
condition. AM-FM radio, factory tape. Call 254-4858 anvtime or mailbox PW7. 11-15
1954 HARLEY Davidson—all
chrome, completely chopped.
20 in overspring. engine rebuilt. king-queen seat. Street
or show. Sacrifice—serious
calls only. Call 354-4858 any
time or mailbox 0307. 11-15
LED ZEPPL1N. Rod Stewart.
Jimi Hendrix, Who, Buddy
Miles. Chicago, and many
many more LP's. MuM sell
al1. Very reasonable prices.
Excellent condition. Call Alan
at 256-4348 or Allyn Hall
Mailbox J211. 11-18
LOOKING FOR a Firebird? I
need 3 people wanting to purchase a "77 Firebird. Will give
group rate. Call Steve. 3728295. 11-18
LADIES WINTER knee length
coat-Junior size 7-9. B!ue and
maroon plaid. 3 months old,
good condition. Asking $25.
Call 878-5517. 1|-18
72' OLDS WAGON VG condition $1950 or best offer. 2982505.433-8095. 11-18
BL'ICK OPEL lsuzu of your
choice, you get free 200 gal of
gAs if bought before Nov 30.
1976. Steve, 372-8295. 11-18

HUMIDIFIFR-Lennox; fits on
furnace. Like new. Save on
your fuel bill! 864-1490 or
B657. 11-18
WELDING OUTFIT-RegulaJors. torch, cutting head. tips,
hose. 864-1490 or B657. 11-18

PACE TAKERS: I need a ride
tc and from the exam, live off
of Hanes and Dayton-Xenia,
and will help with gas. Call
Barbara at 426-4407 or leave a
note in box G461. 11-18

SUNASU m:ans sun-given,
vital spirit or forces of life. A
balanced formula in the unique combinations of Vitamins
and Minerals and Herb. For
more info, contact Kurt R39>
Allyn. 11-18

3-4 BEDSOOM brick ranch. 1
bath. Gas heat. Nice size lot
in family neighborhood in
Yellow Springs, immediate
occupancy. $29,500. 767-7477.
11 -! 8

ROMANCE NEEDED: Instruction desperately needed
in developing romantic tact.
This is a great but rewarding
challenge for an experienced
female. Send resume to Eric,
mailbox N515. Reeease?!
11-15

ENGINE: '68 Pontiac 389.
Complete with 4bbl carb,
starter distributor and fan
$95. Also eight 13-mch tires
(two of which are snow-tires)
plus three rims. Box G376 or
426-8723. 11-18

LEFT-HANDED ball glove for
right handed eight year old
boy for Christmas. Will pay
reasonable price. Call Springfield 322-3749 or replv to Box
R390. 11-15

S.Y-* ROOM ATE/ROOM wanted .n
Yellow Springs. Drop message in bos A-38. 11-15
NEEDED WINTER QUARTER: quiet mature female
roomate at Bonnie-Villa $48 a
month plus V. utilities. Call
426-9569. 11-15
3-4 BEDROOM house in family neighborhood is YellowSprings. $285 per month 7677477. 11-18 •
LARGE ATTRACTIVE furnished sleeping room; kitchen
privileges, northwest. Call
275-9838 after 7:00. 11-18

assdlsjsPBs
WANTED 30" gas stove.
Reply mailbox K 395. 11-15
BLACK COMEDY, an adult
comedy by Peter Shaffer will
be presented by the Sinclair
Community college theatre
depaitmcnt on November 18.
19. and 20 at 8:00 pm and on
Nov 21 at 2:30 pm. For ticket
information call 226-2881.
11-15
WANT TO BUY: men's flo
style ski boots. Site 9Vi-10.
Dave G331. 372-4398. 11-15
WANTED TO BUT a raquetball racket. If you have one.
leave name, phone number,
and price in mailbox F-309.
11-15
TO THE PLEDGE class of
Beta Phi Omega: All's fair in
"rock painting!" if you can't
handle it..don't mess with it!!
Signed
"Kappa
Weins."
11-18
RIDE
Dixie
area.
share
11-18

WANTED from North
and Needmore Road
Winter quarter Will
expenses. Call 873-2141

TYPING: These, research papers. IBM electric, carbon ribbon. Accurate, fast service.
Mrs Walker. 426-7094. 11-18
FREE KITTENS-.' cute, black
and white, long hair, housebroken. male and female. Call
299-6271. 11-18
LOST: TWO DOGS on Univershy grounds-last seen by riding stables Sunday One mixed beagle, female, named
Dusty. One mixed terrior, female. named Daisy. Both
wearing collars with rabies
tags and animal clinic number
on it. $25 reward. Call anima!
clinic or 233-0069 11 18
VOLUNTEERS
urgently
needed for South Dayton
School. A school specializing
in children with learning disabilities. No education experience necessary but it's helpful. Pleas; call for more information. Call 426-5000. 11-18

MAD SCIENTIST. Why do
you want to go and sell Bimy?
Especially after she's been so
good io y*)U (putting up with
peanut butter sandwiches)
Fieno' Keep your chin up...
signed. An associate In saving
the world. 11-18

ALL BEAUTIFUL females interested in joining the fun and
thrilling world of the great
"'co-ed" fraternity. " E a t "
come to the Rat on Mon or
Wed at 1 pm. For more
details call 256-1861 ask for
Fritz or 277-1288, ask for
Dave. 11-18
DEAR SHORT STUFF. Wanted to say Happy B day
again-and congratulations on
being 21-but the question isyour 21 what? 11-18
TO ROOTIN TOOTiN cowboy
or horseboy Dave Tipton-Why
don't you ride on down to the
Hat on Mon and Wed at 1 pm.
1!-I8
MS KARFN B. You have been
entered in the Starsky and
Hutch Beauty contest. For
further details be in the Rat
on cither Mon or Wed at I or
soon thereafter. 11-18
TO THE WORLDs most beautiful girl "My Angel"!! I love
you Sweetheart-now. forever
and always. 11-18
HO-HO-HO: Santa is coming
to WSU before Thanksgiving.
Sant Claus will be here Nov
22-24 PS Get your picture
taken too! Watch for more
details-Gamma Delta lota.
11-18
HI boys and girls. How would
you like to get your picture
taken with that jolly old guy,
Sant* Claus. Santa arrives
November 22-24. Brought to
you by '"iamms-Delta-Iota.
11-18
TO MINDY McNUTT: You're
the "bestest" Big Sis a little
Kappa turkey could have!
Love. Turk, ill-18

DAVID BRIMM: You are adored from afar. Get rid of
your "Pa!" and I'll get closer
faster. We could make it together. Party? Blondis. 11-18
DEAR BIG SIStPatti). Have
you figured out who your little
sis is yet? I have struck again!
Phi Mu love, your little sis.
11-18
TO ANNA AND LINDAThanks. Love Dave. 11-18

CINDY MARSH: Since school
will be >ver when your birthday comes (Dec 5). I thought I
would wish you an early
happy 21st! Happy Birthday!
Xi love. JZ. 11-18
TO THE GUY with the BS in
philosophy and coming to
WSU for the first time, the
girl who banged her leg in the
door of her car (Gremlin) on
Thursday, 11-4 at 3:40 and
you walked to Allyn Hall with,
says thanks, you made my day
more pleasant 1213. 11-18

TO ALL BEAUTIFUL women
of Wright State U «ho would
like to enter the Starsky and
Hutch beauty contest please
report to Rat at 1 on Mon and
Wr-i. Competition will b i
rough K. Ms Karen B is
entered. Call 256-2861 and
ask for Fritz for further details. 11-18

DEAR WEASLE: Archilles
Hill is lonesome. It has been
so long since the gang has
been together. The time has
come to "go to town." The
Drops Kid. PS Congatulatkms
"Baby-Face"! Now you are
hooked for sure! 11-18

TO ALPHA XI DELTA. Thank
you for the party, we had a
great time. Your brothers Sigma Nu. 11-18

STARSKY: next mission - « «
which one of us can screw
more cows in oa* hour. Just
don't tell she boss. 11-11

PHr MU HEART SIS-Janice
Jokes are neat! It's great
having you in Phi Mu. Congratulations on pledging
Love, your Phi Mu Heart sis
11-15
PP- MU PLEDGE CLASS
Shelly. Janice, Lauren. Pst,
Jean. Josee. Marvy. Tammy
You're the greatest. Phi Mu
love, your cis'ers. 11-15

YOU DON'T '.now what you
got till it's gone. I ain't got it
so I know it's gone MO 11-15
VICKY—I would really like to
learn to play tennis. \ heard
your the best at WSU. Please
help me. 11-15
STUDENT
NURSES-The
next meeting of the Student
Nurse Organisation will be
Wednesday, November 17 at
12:45 pm in room 312 Faw
cett. The topic will be possible
national affiliation. All nursing students are urged to
attend. 11-15
SUSAN, you really make a
great bear. Thanks for the
great party. You know you
can't go wrong when you
choose Alpha Xi Delta. Remember it was good enough
for Julia Maude, vour pledge
Pal. 11-15
TONDA, thanks, to the Kappa
Pledge Class for a really nice
party! I hope you enjoy your
pledgeship in Alpha Xi Delta!
Remember Alpha Xi Delta will
always be Number One! Your
Pledge Pal. 11-15
THE LADIES of Alpha Xi
Delta would like to thank the
men of Sigma Nu for the great
time at the party Saturday
night. We"i do it again! Now
you know mos: of us are
single, free and psrtv-hearty!
11-15
STUDENT NURSE organiza
tion elections will be held the
last week in Jan, 1977, All
students are eligible to run for
offices. Applications are now
available in the Nursing
School office. Deadline for
applications is Nov 30, 1976,
Don't just sit on vour apathy.
Paricipate! 11-18
TO «:HEERY: happy belated
birthday! Hope your dream
comes truelll-Your little
ZTA heart sis. 11-15
AL FUZZ1E here, stopping by
to say hi to the Alpha XI Delta
pledges Marco. Tonda. Susan
D. Susan P. Terri, Mkhele,
and Susan S. ADF. 11-15-1
FUZZIE BEARS ate more fun.
Go Alpha Xi Delta. 1115-1
I'VE LOST MY appetite, but
you've lost the money. Cafe
Cath. 11-11
WHO DUN TT? ast eliery,
Bob. 11-11
CAFETERIA: The butler did
it. 11-11

